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How to reach Camp Coutts
By road from the north -Sydney:
Travel along the Princes Highway to Waterfall. Pass under the overhead bridge and 500m along
the highway take the right hand lane to veer off to Woronora Dam, The Princes Highway and
Sydney. Around this right hand bend you cross over a bridge, (underneath is the Motorway
going north). Immediately over this bridge a single lane veers right to Sydney into a right hand
bend and joins the Old Princes Highway heading north. This section of highway is straight and
you have to move over to the left into the breakdown lane. Be careful of speeding vehicles
coming up behind you. The highway bends to the left and just around the bend on the left is the
entry road to Camp Coutts.

By road from the south:
You must be on the Princes Highway as the highway meets the motorway just past the entry
road to Camp Coutts. About half a kilometre before the Camp entrance the southern exit from
the Motorway joins the Princes Highway. Continue along for approximately 300m then move
over to the left into the breakdown lane. Decrease speed around the bend as the entry to Camp
Coutts is on the left just past the bend.
If you get onto the motorway by mistake at Bulli Pass go to Waterfall township by taking either
left hand exit before or after the overhead bridge. Make your way over the bridge and turn right,
down onto the motorway and follow the directions given for travelling from the north.

Driving the Camp Road:
The road is mostly very steep and for safety reasons it is advised to use first gear right to the
bottom of the sharp left hand bend. On the way out it is again advisable to engage in first gear at
the same bend for a safer exit. Read notes on valley map and centre page.

CHECK THE WATERFALL VALLEY MAP (Included below)
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